Abstract: Learning about the latest techniques in data science, machine learning, and artificial intelligence is essential for both students and the continuing education of seasoned practitioners. However, an individual’s growth from being a student or recent graduate to a professional in many ways can reflect one’s meta-model (the model of building models). From over twenty years in the consumer finance and asset backed modeling, the speaker brings experience, not only about large data sets, but effective modeling processes. For students, discussion will include some of the skills and best practices (the craft) of the data sciences that aid them in their career. For educators, the intent is to spark new conversation on skills and process concepts for the preparation of young professionals.

Livestream of the talk is available at https://youtu.be/DZd-cmyAfQA.

Questions? Contact Quinn Morris (morrisqa@appstate.edu) or Travis Weiland (weilandtj@appstate.edu).